Schedule a parent forum in your church or community group to learn what children are being taught in MA schools! Our state legislature, the MA Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, Planned Parenthood, and others want to mandate Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE) curriculum in our public schools. CSE does not refer to sex education programs in general, but rather to a specific form of graphic sexuality education that falsely claims to be medically accurate and age appropriate. CSE contains highly objectionable material and is designed to change the sexual and gender norms of society, promote high risk sexual behaviors and encourage even the youngest of children to experiment sexually.

Our parent forums are a collaborative effort between:

- Massachusetts Informed Parents, a grassroots movement of parents concerned about the sexualization of children and the threat to parental rights
- A Certified Sexual Risk Avoidance educator, who teaches sex education in several MA schools
- Massachusetts Family Institute, a non-partisan, non-profit family policy alliance dedicated to protecting faith, family, and freedom in the Commonwealth

The entire presentation lasts for an hour and fifteen minutes. Massachusetts Informed Parents shows exhibits from actual CSE curricula already being taught in MA schools, shares a harm analysis of each one, and explains what parents can do to protect their children. A certified Sexual Risk Avoidance educator presents a healthier approach to teaching sex education, one that focuses on empowering students to make wise decisions in relationships and helps them to achieve optimal health and life success. Massachusetts Family Institute explains the very deceptive Healthy Youth Act that was recently passed by the MA Senate, the current threat to parental rights and to local control of education and explains action items for concerned citizens.

Churches, libraries, and community centers are great venues to hold a parent forum. Multiple churches or organizations can join together to host a forum. Advertising for the event is a combined effort between the host, Massachusetts Informed Parents and Massachusetts Family Institute. Flyers will be provided for the host to use in getting the word out. There is no charge to hold a forum.

To schedule a parent forum contact Mary Ellen Siegler, massinformedparents@gmail.com, 978-778-8126 or Michael King, michael@mafamily.org, 978-204-9131.